The contents of the Traveling Trunk and curriculum was designed for 3rd graders using artifacts, stories, letters, and archaeological findings from the Stoney/Baynard ruins. The Stoney/Baynard ruins are situated on the southwestern end of Hilton Head Island. The site is composed of the tabby ruins of the main plantation house and three additional structures. A full archaeological investigation report can be found on the trunk’s flash drive.

**Artifacts Include:**

**Books Include:**

**Flash Drive Includes:** (contents of flash drive will be available prior to Traveling Trunk pick up)

**Lesson Plans Include:**
Signing out the Traveling Trunk

Please contact Dawn Brut at 843 689 6767 x228 or dbrut@coastaldiscovery.org to reserve a 2 week period of time for you to use the Traveling Trunk in your classroom. (Time extensions are possible if you work it out with Dawn).

Once you make your reservation the flash drive content will be shared with you through Edmodo. This will give you time to plan and prepare to use the trunk.

When you pick up the trunk from the Coastal Discovery Museum you will be required to leave a $25 check (personal or from your school) and fill out a check-out sheet. (There is no fee for the trunk, the check is just a security deposit).

Have fun using the trunk with your students. Follow the Packing, Display, and Return Instruction.

Return the complete trunk to the Museum on time, in good condition, and fill out a check-in sheet and your check will be returned to you or voided.

The Stoney/Baynard Traveling Trunk was designed and produced by The South Carolina Archaeology Public Outreach Division, Inc. for the Hilton Head Chapter of the Archaeological Society of South Carolina and the Coastal Discovery Museum.